
Pack wisely

Pack the essentials 

Arrange for a wheelchair in advance

Give breaks in between

Take control of the diet

Carry incontinence briefs

Travel light and pack wisely is necessary to lessen problems. Remember to pack the

essential items, so that you have easy access to important numbers and documents in case

of an emergency. Also, don’t forget to pack your elderly’s favorite drinks and snacks, to

make the journey more fulfilling. You also need to keep the medications and carry a pill

organizer. Which would save the hassle of opening the entire medicine box while

traveling.

Many senior adults run the risk of suffering from Deep vein thrombosis when they have to

sit for longer durations. Incontinence is yet another major issue with our loved ones. If

traveling by air, you would also want your loved one to be comfortable, so bring items like:

compression socks, extra incontinence briefs, and a travel pillow.  

If you are traveling by train or plane, make sure you arrange for a wheelchair well in

advance. Arrive in advance so that all the arrangements can be done on time. You are also

required to inform the airline staff or the travel company that the assisted devices are

available upon arrival. Check the hotel arrangements and see whether there are necessary

devices to make the stay comfortable for your loved ones.

Constant rush and the need to reach every place on time, can spoil the mood. Therefore, if

you are on a road trip, then you need to give them long breaks, during mealtime or for

using the restroom. If you are traveling by flight, then ensure you reach the airport much

before the check-in procedures begin. This would allow your loved one to settle down and

get comfortable. Predictable daily scheduleIf you plan a predictable daily schedule, then it

would lessen the anxiety and agitation for your loved one with cognitive impairment and

Alzheimer’s disease.

This is because, certain diet may trigger bladder spasms, and make matters worse.  Also,

consuming sour and spicy foods and beverages such as tea and coffee can irritate the

bladder. You also need to make sure that your loved ones drinks plenty of water, so that

dehydration does not further worsen the case.

Traveling may seem to be an unbearable experience for elderly who suffer from

incontinence issues. Long travels, night stays, delays in flights, long waiting hours, may

become unbearable and intolerable. Which may otherwise have been a pleasurable

experience with family. Therefore, be prepared in order to avoid embarrassing situations

and travel comfortably.
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